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Shock resistant

Very light and easy 
to handle

Ecological: non toxic 
and recyclable

Families of products:  
same design and 
different size

Weather proof and 
UV rays resistant

Direct shipments to 
customer or clients. 

Extreme durability

Beautifully designed barrel gives you the classic 
look of wood with the ease and durability of 
plastic. This rain barrel is a lovely addition to 
your home. Save money and help conserve 
water with this rain barrel made of rotomolded 
plastic which is able to withstand harsh 
temperature changes and won’t chip, fade or 
crack. Included is a high quality taps that adds 
to the elegance of the rain barrel. Collect water 
for your grass, vegetable and flower gardens as 
well as water for washing your car. Keep your 
lawn and car looking great while also helping 
the environment. 

To ensure optimal water quality, install filters in downpipe. 

Chose the filter that has an overflow stop, to avoid overflow in 

the tank and that water simply flows back into the downpipe.

DRAIN TAP: water extraction is made extremely convenient 

by the plastic or metal tap. Screw it into the tank’s standard 

thread connection without the need for drilling. 

You can use standard GARDENA or any other extraction 

options to connect hose or other accessories with the tank. The 

hose is either screwed into the tank’s convenient connection 

or mounted onto the tank using a drill and a seal. 

you’ll love in

2YEARS
WARRANTY

Low lead-times and 
warehouse storage.

More than 70 years 
experiencesince 1948

rain barrels

Save the planet – return any 

ROTO product after use, we 

offer you free recycling and 

discount for buying the new 

ROTO products
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Key Product Features
• Two-year warranty for your peace of mind.

• UV resistant so it will not fade in the sun.

• Lightweight compared to wood, making it 
easier to move around the garden.

• Made from heavy duty polyethylene which is 
strong plastic that is impact resistant.

• The lid can act as a bird bath, as it collects 
water which is only around 1cm deep; 
allowing birds to safely drink and bathe in it. 
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Collecting rainwater just makes 

sense: it conserves a precious 

resource and reduces water bills. 

Plus, plants love chlorine-free 

rainwater.

RAIN BARRELS 
WITH STANDS
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RAIN BARREL
Colour C. EAN [mm] Outflow [kg] Thread PCS/pallet

Rain barrel 50 L
w 2262062450 3830010982457

Ø400 x 490 1 3,3 1/2” 28pw 2276062450 3831116111468
gw 2246062450 3831116132012

Rain barrel 120 L
w 2262062460 3830010982464

Ø540 x 660 1 6 1/2” 12pw 2276062460 3831116111475
gw 2246062460 3831116132029

Rain barrel 240 L
w 2262062470 3830010982471

Ø700 x 800 2 11 1/2” 6pw 2276062470 3831116111482
gw 2246062470 3831116132036

Rain barrel 350 L
w 2262069320 3831116110324

Ø800 x 900 2 15 1/2” 4pw 2276069320 3831116111543
gw 2246069320 3831116132081
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RAIN BARREL slim
Colour C. EAN [mm] Outflow [kg] Thread PCS/pallet

Rain barrel 80 L 
slim

w 2262096508 3731116151136
Ø420 x 760 1 4 1/2” 18

pw 2276096508 3731116151143

Rain barrel 150 L 
slim

w 2262096410 3731116151150
Ø470 x 1000 1 5 1/2” 8

pw 2276096410 3731116151167

Rain barrel 500 L 
slim

w 2262063200 3830050772056
Ø730 x 1510 2 18 1/2” 2pw 2276063200 3831116111536

gw 2246063200 3831116132074
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Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

ADDITIONAL 
EQUIPMENT
FOR RAIN BARREL

Spray 
gun to 
water your 
garden

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap for 

filling watering 

cans

8



Connect 

down pipe 

with tank

Original 

rain barrel 

stand

Plastic tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Handy tap for 

filling watering 

cans

• ROTO stand is made from long-lasting 

polyethylene in same style like water 

barrels. 

• Raises your rain barrel for easier access.

• Increases water pressure and flow.

• Holds up weight of full water barrel. 

• Allows room for buckets, pails and other 

water carriers to fit under the tap.

w pw

Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Stand 
50/80

w 2262062890 3830010988077
Ø450 x 290 2 120pw 2276062890 3831116111512

gw 2246062890 3831116132067

Stand 
120/150

w 2262062870 3830010987735
Ø580 x 310 3 56pw 2276062870 3831116111499

gw 2246062870 3831116132043

Stand 
240

w 2262062880 3830010988091
Ø670 x 320 4 50pw 2276062880 3831116111505

gw 2246062880 3831116132050

Stand 
350

w 2262069330 3831116111086
Ø790 x 320 6 17pw 2276069330 3831116111550

gw 2246069330 3831116132098

Stand 
500

w 2262091980 3831116132296
Ø570 x 300 3 50pw 2276091980 3831116132302

gw 2246091980 3831116132319

gw

RAIN TUB
C. EAN [mm] [kg] Outflow Thread PCS/pallet

Rain tub 130 L 2200602460 3831116120835 Ø600 x 710 7,5 2 1/2” 2

Connection 
and spray gun

Connect 

down pipe 

with tank

Cover with 

ergonomic 

handle

Stackable 

and easy 

to deliver

Plastic tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

w pw gw
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2in1 rain barrel with
INTEGRATED PLANTER
An attractive way to collect free rainwater 
for watering. Includes 2 handy tap for filling 
watering cans or connect outflow with hose.

The water barrel is a premium product that will last for many years. If you want to 
make a statement in the garden, then this would be the product for you – no need 
to hide your water butt behind the shed or in a corner, this one makes rainwater 
harvesting an attractive option.

The Water Barrel truly looks like an authentic wine barrel, even to the point that we 
make them as wine barrels for vineyards. Rainwater harvesting is becoming a trend as 
people want to help the environment and save costs on watering the garden.  Some 
plants even demand rain water for optimum health, like the hydrangea.

The Water Barrel is supplied with a lid and tap.  The 130L, 240L and 360L has an option 
for you to fit two taps, allowing for multiple use, for example, connecting two 
water barrels together. As an optional extra, we can provide a half barrel stand (called 
the Mambo) which helps heighten the barrel for ease, for filling your watering can. 
The Mambo stand can also be used as a planter if you change your mind in the future.

The barrels are produced by rotomoulding – this process takes around 45 minutes 
from start to finish but gives each item its own unique character as no two items are 
the same. We hand finish them before they leave our factory to make sure the quality 
and look is 100%.

We use a material called polyethylene, which is UV and shock resistant, non-toxic 
and recyclable, offering the customer peace of mind. We test our product to the 
extreme so that when winter arrives, you will not have to worry about the product 
becoming brittle or cracking.

The Roto wood effect products are supplied in three finishes; the Oak finish is a new 
dark wood, Ash is slightly lighter (this is like aged oak, light and grey) and the Pine 
finish is a slightly yellow wood.

w pw

What is your favorite wood? Choose

brown     grey      green      black
gw bl

Gutter filter Planter 
insert

Additional 
equipment

Metal tap Stackable
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HERB BOX

C. [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Herb box 80 L 2200079998 400 x 550 x 900 12 10

Herb box 300 L 2200066558 1115 x 380 x 1100 30 4

Our Herb boxes are very aestheticand pleasing 

to the eye, a very striking addition to any garden 

patio or balcony.

Then planted with your favorite plants will add 

colour, vibrancy and lift to any space.

Equipment: storage cabinet with waterproof cover

11
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Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] Outflow PCS/pallet

Rainbox 80 L w 2200079990 3831116132326 400 x 550 x 900 12 2 10

Rainbox 300 L
w 2262066550 3831116132326

1115 x 380 x 1100 30 2 4pw 2276066550 3831116132333
gw 2246066550 3831116132340

Collect fresh rain water with Rain Box to water your plants and experience 

a drastic low in your water bill. A convenient size for garden, terrace and 

balconies. Barrel is made of recyclable, UV-treated, impact-resistant 

polyethylene to withstand the elements. Because of shape the Rainbox can 

be placed near the wall or you can make garden fence with them

Natural Colors

3 in1
 rainwater storage, 

planter and 

decoration

w pw gw

RAINBOX
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Underdrain 

outlet in the 

planter

Connect 

down pipe 

with tank

The flat back design 
optimizes space used and 
allows you to position the 
barrel close to walls or 
flat areas.  The back has 
reinfocement ribbs.

Integrated plant cup size 
970 × 195 × 125 mm  in 
the tank to plant herbs, 
vegetables or other plants. 
You can use also as a basin 
when installing water tap 
and pump in the tank.

Plastic tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap 

for filling 

watering cans

An attractive way to collect free 

rainwater for watering.

Space-saving rain tank combines 

good look with large capacity.
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Plastic tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap 

for filling 

watering cans

An attractive way to collect free 

rainwater for watering.

Space-saving rain tank combines 

good look with large capacity.

RAIN TUB
C. EAN [mm] [kg] Outflow Thread PCS/pallet

Rain tub 130 L 2200602460 3831116120835 Ø600 x 710 7,5 2 1/2” 2

Connection 
and spray gun

Connect 

down pipe 

with tank

Cover with 

ergonomic 

handle

Stackable 

and easy 

to deliver

Plastic tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

w pw gw
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Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

Decoration 
plugs, two on 
every side of 
the tank

Outflow 
for hose

ADDITIONAL 
EQUIPMENT
FOR RAINBOX

Cover, seal 
and filter 
to connect 
downpipe 
with the tank 

Hose holder 
and spray 
gun to water 
your garden
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RAIN TUB
C. EAN [mm] [kg] Outflow Thread PCS/pallet

Rain tub 130 L 2200602460 3831116120835 Ø600 x 710 7,5 2 1/2” 2

Rain tub 300 L 2200096408 3831116152157 Ø900 x 750 16 1 1/2” 6

Connection 
and spray gun

Connect 

down pipe 

with tank

Cover with 

ergonomic 

handle

Stackable 

and easy 

to deliver

Plastic tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

RAIN TUB
C. EAN [mm] [kg] Outflow Thread PCS/pallet

Rain tub 130 L 2200602460 3831116120835 Ø600 x 710 7,5 2 1/2” 2

Connection 
and spray gun

Connect 

down pipe 

with tank

Cover with 

ergonomic 

handle

Stackable 

and easy 

to deliver

Plastic tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

w pw gw
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This handsome rainwater collector is made of 

rugged polyethylene, with finish and texture for a 

natural-wood look. Because of conical shape it is 

stackable, easy to transport and storage.

Ideal for capturing rainwater for garden and lawn 

watering needs, lowering your watering bills.
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Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

Stand for 
rain planter 
Samba

Spray 
gun to 
water your 
garden

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap for 

filling watering 

cans

Connect 

down pipe 

with tank

3 in1
 rainwater storage, 

planter and 

decoration

Collect water 
and decorate 
your urban 
garden

Planter 
340 × 340 mm
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RAIN PLANTER SAMBA
C. EAN [mm] [kg] Outflow Thread PCS/pallet

Rain planter Samba 120L 2200061567 3831116132883 Ø460 x 1140 8 1 1/2” 10

Stand for planter 2200061330 3831116116111 Ø340 x 65 1,5 - - 50

The Samba rain barrel reinvents how you harvest rain 

water. This 120 L modern design is sturdy and one of 

the most eye-catching rain barrels on the market. 

The most captivating feature is its appearance which 

emulates the rough texture of a tree trunk. With 

a deep welled top, you can plant an array of floral 

arrangements or even a small herb or vegetable 

garden. 
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Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

250 L 2200061657 3831116151365 640 x 640 x 1030 12 4

g wh

RAIN PLANTER 
JIVE

tk c

Inox tap 
1/2” x 130 mm

Planter 
500x500x400 mm

a

20



The rain barrel is constructed from tough, roto-

molded plastic able to withstand extreme 

temperatures and will not clip, fade or crack 

over time.

21



C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

250 L 7104103260 3858883818710 600 x 600 x 928 12 8

500 L 7104104060 3858883816143 760 x 760 x 1100 23 4

750 L 7104106060 3858883812756 760 x 760 x 1600 30 2

WATER TANK 
RoQuadro

g amg

Using rainwater in the garden can 
save expensive drinking water. In 
addition, rainwater is time-free and 
therefore good for the planters.
• suited for garden and cellar 

installation
• can be extended in any way
• convenient claning tanks to large 

cover

Inox tap 
1/2” x 130 mm

Cover
Ø300 mm

22



LAGOON
C. EAN [mm]

Lagoon S 2200060960 3830010980804 1800 x 1400 x 550

Lagoon M 2200060950 3830010980781 900 x 1800 x 600

Lagoon L 2200060800 3830010980798 2500 x 1800 x 650

g b
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Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Garden basin Mars
(PE part) 

g 2274066110 3831116131886
700 × 520 × 900 11 10mg 2275066110 3831116131930

a 2203066110 3831116131763

g

GARDEN BASIN 
MARS

Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

4 screws with 
nuts for fixing 
on the wall

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap for 

filling watering 

cans

Stainessteel 

perforated grid

Stainessteel

wired grid

Drain sink 

siphon

amg
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Polyethylene outdoor basin MARS helps 

keep indoors and outdoors clean as it 

allows you to wash the dirt off shoes or 

boots, garden tools, paint brushes, and kids 

hands. It even helps in cleaning vegetables 

and herbs outdoors. This outdoor basin 

can hold up to 15 m of hose and features 

a built-in syphon and stainless steel grid. 

Made from UV stable plastic stays strong 

for years and does not fade away. 

25



3 screws with 
nuts for fixing 
on the wall

Mesh drain 
with plug

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap for 

filling watering 

cans

Drain sink 

siphon

Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Garden basin 
Sun (PE part)

g 2274085610 3831116131893

380 × 650 2,5 36os 2276085610 3831116131992
ob 2262085610 3831116131848
mg 2275085610 3831116131947

g os ob

GARDEN BASIN 
SUN

mg
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The easiest and prettiest way to add water to 

your garden or conservatory. All that's needed 

is an plumbing inflow.  This product is a long 

term alternative to terracotta, metal or concrete 

products. 

For outdoor use: Hanging fountain ideal for 

garden and terrace. Practical: Garden feature with 

faucet and small basin - With a plug. Multipurpose: 

A great washing station after garden work.

27



Screws with 
nuts for fixing 
on the wall

Drain sink 

siphon

Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet
Garden basin 
Saturn 
(PE part)

g 2274085620 3831116131909

530 × 380 × 750 5,5 24os 2276085620 3831116132005
ob 2262085620 3831116131855
mg 2275085620 3831116131954

g os ob

GARDEN BASIN 
SATURN

This small fountain offers a lot of style to your 

terrace. Its smooth surface and the sleek 

forms of its structure make this fountain a 

beautiful object of style for your outdoor 

space in a completely contemporary look. 

Mesh drain 
with plug

Dragon tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap 
1/2” x 130 mm

mg
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C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Garden basin Bacchus 2200062859 3831116145258 Ø700 × 860 16 6

GARDEN BASIN 
BACCHUS

w pw gw

Tap

Basin

Mesh drain 
with plug

Drain sink 

siphon
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Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Garden basin 
Dioniz (PE part)

ob 2262061000 3831116131817
Ø470 x 740 2,5 40

os 2276061000 3831116131961

os ob

GARDEN BASIN 
DIONIZ

Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

4 screws with 
nuts for fixing 
on the wall

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap for 

filling watering 

cans

Drain sink 

siphon
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Beautiful wall fountain with washbasin in nostalgic 

design. High quality made of polyethylene, this 

model convinces against offers made of cast iron, 

which often start to rust after a short time.

You can install with the water tap, which makes 

the connection easy to a water pipe or connecting 

hose. On the bottom of the sink is pre-prepared 

place for the drain which can optionally be 

supplemented with a drainage set.
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Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Water pillar Zeus
(PE part) 

ob
2200096420 3831116146538 140 x 140 x 930 2,5 50

os

Zeus (PE part - 
with equipment) 

ob 2262096420 3831116148433
140 x 140 x 930 2,5 50

ob 2262096428 3831116148440

Zeus (PE part - 
with equipment)

os 2276096420 3831116148457
140 x 140 x 930 2,5 50

os 2276096428 3831116148464

WATER PILLAR 
ZEUS

Inox tap
1/2” x 130 mm

Handy tap for 

filling watering 

cans

os ob

Dragon tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Internal water 
supply pipe 
900 mm
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Elegant water pillar in the wood imitation. 

The stylish way of exstracting water in 

the garden including metal tap 1/2” pipe, 

screws and nuts. 

Made from robust and weather resistant 

plasic. Easy installation.

33



Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

Colour C. EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Garden sink 
Apolo 
(PE part)

g 2274061830 3831116131879
700 × 600 × 1300 16 6tk 2255061830 3831116131770

mg 2275061830 3831116131923

g

GARDEN SINK 
APOLO

tk mg

Dragon tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap 
1/2” x 130 mm

Mesh drain 
with plug
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Pillar shaped standing fountain in modern 

style. For outdoor use: Column ideal for any 

garden/patio setting. Outdoor fountains with 

tap and a small basin. Additional equipment 

grid to your of watering cans.
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easy to deliver

Garden fountain with faucet and basin. 

Multipurpose: A great washing station 

after garden work. Polyethylene 

provides an incredible robustness to this 

product, guaranteeing a long service 

life. This fountain will fit perfectly in a 

small corner of your terrace or garden.

Colour CODE EAN [mm] [kg] PCS/pallet

Garden sink 
Afrodita 
(PE part)

ob 2262061340 3831116131824

680 × 460 × 1100 12 14
os 2276061340 3831116131978
g 2274061340 3831116131862

mg 2275061340 3831116131916

g os ob

GARDEN SINK
AFRODITA

Connection 
between water 
source and 
hose reels or 
drum

Dragon tap 
1/2” x 100 mm

Inox tap 
1/2” x 130 mm

Mesh drain 
with plug

mg
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In the product price 
packaging is not included. 
Please order according 
codes  below.Stackable

Other 
equipment 
fits to 
standard 
Gardena 
products.

CODE [mm]

Water barrel 50 L 1275065 480 × 480 × 550

Water barrel 120, 130 L 1275064 600 × 600 × 700

Water barrel 240 L 1275063 690 × 690 × 790

Garden basin Mars 1275066 900 × 750 × 600

CODE [mm]

Inox tap 1/2” 7100019 1/2” x 130 

Dragon Tap 7100062 1/2” x 100

Plug 
1210298  
1280304

Ø110
Ø110

Gutter filter 7100065520 Ø110

Filter kit 1217057 -

Siphon 2231441920 170 x 120 x Ø40

Mesh drain with plug 3144559 Ø60

easy to deliver

additional equipment

cardboard box for dropshipping

In the product price 
packaging is not included. 
Please order according 
codes  below.Stackable

Other 
equipment 
fits to 
standard 
Gardena 
products.

CODE [mm]

Cardboard box 
for water barrel 50 L

1275065 480 × 480 × 550

Cardboard box 
for water barrel 120, 130 L

1275064 600 × 600 × 700

Cardboard box 
for water barrel 240 L

1275063 690 × 690 × 790

CODE [mm]

Inox tap 1/2” 7100019 1/2” x 130 

Dragon Tap 7100062 1/2” x 100

Plug 
Rubber

1210298  
1280304

Ø110
Ø110

Gutter filter 7100065520 Ø110

Drain sink siphon 2231441920 170 x 120 x Ø40

Mesh drain with plug 3144559 Ø60

easy to deliver

additional equipment



natural beauty of your garden

rainwater 
collector

planters furniture



worldwide rotomoulder

Roto, an international company based in Murska 
Sobota, specialises in the production of plastic 
mass. The roots of the family-run business go 
back to 1949. ROTO employs more than 500 
people in 8 factories located in 4 countries. 
Roto generated revenues of €72 million in 2020, 
selling products in 63 countries around the 
world.

Roto is Europe's leading rotomoulding company, 
producing more than 4,000 different products. 
The company's development is ensured by 
continuous innovation, new technologies and 
materials that ROTO develops with scientific 
institutes, universities and other companies.

The Roto-branded product groups are divided 
into four segments: products for agriculture, 
garden, sport and ecology. The use of 
composites and biodegradable and recycled 
polymers enables the production of the most 
complex products on the market.

Roto also manufactures a wide range of 
readymade products for various industries 
such as automotive, marine, construction 
and agricultural machinery, aquaculture and 
logistics. Added value comes from innovative 
design, the use of intelligent polymers and 
composites, and state-of-the-art manufacturing.



www.roto-group.eu

GARDEN water SOLUTIONS

WORLDWIDE ROTOMOULDER 
more than 40 years of experiences in producing quality products 
exports to 52 countries all over the world

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
one stop source from design, 3D printing, mould production, lab testing 
2 new products a week 

THE BIGGEST ROTOMOULDING PRODUCTS 
production in 4 european coutries, at 6 factories, 40 rotomoulding machines
one of the largest rotomoulding machine – products up to 3 x 6 m

BROAD PORTFOLIO OF PRODUCTS 
wide range of rotomolded products serving over 16 different industries
ROTO manufactures more than 4000 different products

COMMITMENT TO QUALITY 
quality, efficiency, customer service to deliver superior products and competitive pricing 
ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001 certified 
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